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Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service2004

Instructions for
Schedule M-3 (Form 1120)
Net Income (Loss) Reconciliation for Corporations With Total Assets of
$10 Million or More
Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code unless otherwise noted.

required or voluntary). A corporation consolidated Schedule L reported in theGeneral Instructions filing Schedule M-3 must not file return does not include the assets of
Schedule M-1. one or more of the insurance

companies in the U.S. consolidated taxIf the parent corporation of a U.S.Purpose of Schedule
group, in order to determine if the groupconsolidated tax group files Form 1120Schedule M-3 Part I asks certain meets the $10 million threshold test forand files Schedule M-3, all members ofquestions about the corporation’s the requirement to file Schedule M-3,the group must file Schedule M-3.financial statements and reconciles use the sum of the amount of totalHowever, if the parent corporation of afinancial statement net income (loss) for assets reported on the consolidatedU.S. consolidated tax group files Formthe consolidated financial statement Schedule L plus the amounts of all1120 and any member of the groupgroup to income (loss) per the income assets reported on Forms 1120-PC andfiles Form 1120-PC, U.S. Property andstatement for the U.S. consolidated tax 1120-L that are included in theCasualty Insurance Company Incomegroup. consolidated return.Tax Return, or Form 1120-L, U.S. Life

Schedule M-3 is not required for anySchedule M-3 Parts II and III Insurance Company Income Tax
taxpayers other than those identified inreconcile financial statement net Return, that member may either (a) fully
the preceding paragraphs including, forincome (loss) for the U.S. consolidated complete Schedule M-3 as if the
example, taxpayers required to filetax group (per Schedule M-3, Part I, member filed Form 1120; or (b)
Form 1065, U.S. Return of Partnershipline 11) to taxable income on Form complete Schedule M-3 by including
Income, Form 1120S, U.S. Income Tax1120, page 1, line 28. the sum of all differences between the
Return for an S Corporation, Formmember’s income statement net
1120-REIT, U.S. Income Tax Return forincome (or loss) and taxable incomeWho Must File
Real Estate Investment Trusts, Form(differences) (regardless of whether theSchedule M-3 is effective for any tax 1120-F, U.S. Income Tax Return of adifference would otherwise be reportedyear ending on or after December 31, Foreign Corporation, Form 1120-H,elsewhere on Part II or on Part III) on2004. For purposes of determining U.S. Income Tax Return forPart II, line 26, Other income (loss)whether a corporation with a Homeowners Associations, and Formitems with differences, and separately52-53-week tax year must file Schedule 1120-SF, U.S. Income Tax Return forstate and adequately disclose eachM-3, such corporation’s tax year is Settlement Funds. In addition,difference in a supporting schedule.deemed to end or close on the last day Schedule M-3 is not required for anyAny member of the U.S. consolidatedof the calendar month nearest to the member of a U.S. consolidated taxtax group that files Form 1120-PC orlast day of the 52-53 week tax year. group if the parent corporation of theForm 1120-L and is required to file(For further guidance on 52-53 week group files Form 1120-PC or FormSchedule M-3 (in accordance with thetax years, see Regulations section 1120-L.preceding sentence) may classify all1.441-2(c)(1).) Any domestic

differences as permanent in column (c) Example 1. U.S. corporation Acorporation (including a U.S.
or identify each difference as temporary owns U.S. subsidiary B and foreignconsolidated tax group consisting of a
or permanent, as appropriate. subsidiary F. For its 2004 tax year, AU.S. parent corporation and additional

prepares consolidated financialincludible corporations listed on Form If the parent company of a U.S.
statements with B and F that report851, Affiliations Schedule) required to consolidated tax group files Form 1120
total assets of $12 million. A files afile Form 1120, U.S. Corporation and any member of the group files
consolidated U.S. federal income taxIncome Tax Return, that reports on Form 1120-PC or Form 1120-L and the
return with B and reports totalSchedule L of Form 1120 total consolidated Schedule L reported in the
consolidated assets on Schedule L ofconsolidated assets at the end of the return includes the assets of all of the
$8 million. A’s U.S. consolidated taxcorporation’s tax year that equal or insurance companies (as well as the
group is not required to file Scheduleexceed $10 million must complete and non-insurance companies in the U.S.
M-3 for the 2004 tax year.file Schedule M-3 in lieu of Schedule consolidated tax group), in order to

M-1, Reconciliation of Income (Loss) determine if the group meets the $10 If a corporation was required to file
per Books With Income per Return. A million threshold test for the Schedule M-3 for the preceding tax
U.S. corporation filing Form 1120 that is requirement to file Schedule M-3, use year but reports on Schedule L of Form
not required to file Schedule M-3 may the amount of total assets reported on 1120 total consolidated assets at the
voluntarily file Schedule M-3 in place of Schedule L of the consolidated return. end of the current tax year of less than
Schedule M-1. A corporation filing If the parent company of a U.S. $10 million, the corporation is not
Schedule M-3 must check the box on consolidated tax group files Form 1120 required to file Schedule M-3 for the
Form 1120, page 1, item A, indicating and any member of the group files current tax year. The corporation may
that Schedule M-3 is attached (whether Form 1120-PC or Form 1120-L and the either (a) file Schedule M-3, or (b) file
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Schedule M-1, for the current tax year. books and records. The Schedule L complete Parts II and III of a separate
However, if the corporation chooses to balance sheet may show tax-basis Schedule M-3 for consolidation
file Schedule M-1 for the current tax balance sheet amounts if the eliminations. For example, if a U.S.
year, and for a subsequent tax year the corporation is allowed to use books and consolidated tax group consists of four
corporation is required to file Schedule records for Schedule M-3 and the includible corporations (the parent and
M-3, the corporation must complete corporation’s books and records reflect three subsidiaries), the U.S.
Schedule M-3 in its entirety (Part I and only tax-basis amounts. consolidated tax group must complete
all columns in Parts II and III) for that six Schedules M-3 as follows: (a) one

Schedule M-2subsequent tax year. consolidated Schedule M-3 with Parts I,
II, and III completed to reflect theThe amount shown on Schedule M-2,In the case of a U.S. consolidated activity of the entire U.S. consolidatedline 2, Net income (loss) per books,tax group, total assets at the end of the tax group; (b) Parts II and III of amust equal the amount shown ontax year must be determined based on separate Schedule M-3 for each of theSchedule M-3, Part I, line 11. Schedulethe total year-end assets of all four includible corporations to reflectM-2 must reflect activity only ofincludible corporations listed on Form the activity of each includiblecorporations included in the U.S.851, net of eliminations for corporation; and (c) Parts II and III of aconsolidated tax return.intercompany transactions and separate Schedule M-3 to eliminatebalances between the includible intercompany transactions betweenConsolidated Returncorporations. In addition, for purposes includible corporations and to include(Form 1120, Page 1)of determining for Schedule M-3 limitations on deductions (e.g.,whether the corporation (or U.S. Report on Form 1120, page 1, each charitable contribution limitations andconsolidated tax group) has total assets item of income, gain, loss, expense, or capital loss limitations) and carryoverat the end of the current tax year of $10 deduction net of elimination entries for amounts (e.g., charitable contributionmillion or more, the corporation’s total intercompany transactions between carryovers and capital loss carryovers).consolidated assets must be includible corporations. The corporation

If an item attributable to an includibledetermined on an overall accrual must not report as dividends on Form
corporation is not shared by ormethod of accounting unless both of 1120, Schedule C, any amounts
allocated to the appropriate member ofthe following apply: (a) the tax returns received from an includible corporation.
the group but is retained in the parentof all includible corporations in the U.S. In general, dividends received from an
corporation’s financial statements (orconsolidated tax group are prepared includible corporation must be
books and records, if applicable), thenusing an overall cash method of eliminated in consolidation rather than
the item must be reported by the parentaccounting, and (b) no includible offset by the dividends-received
corporation on its separate Schedulecorporation in the U.S. consolidated tax deduction.
M-3. For example, if the parent of agroup prepares or is included in
U.S. consolidated tax group preparesfinancial statements prepared on an Entity Considerations financial statements that include allaccrual basis.
members of the U.S. consolidated taxfor Schedule M-3
group and the parent does not allocateFor purposes of Schedule M-3,Other Form 1120 the group’s income tax expense asreferences to the classification of an
reflected in the financial statementsSchedules Affected by entity (for example, as a corporation, a
among the members of the group butpartnership, or a trust) are references toSchedule M-3 retains it in the parent corporation, thethe treatment of the entity for U.S.
parent corporation must report on itsRequirements federal income tax purposes. An entity
separate Schedule M-3 the U.S.that generally is disregarded asReport on Schedules L, M-2, and Form consolidated tax group’s income taxseparate from its owner for U.S. federal1120, page 1, amounts for the U.S. expense as reflected in the financialincome tax purposes (disregardedconsolidated tax group. statements.entity) must not be separately reported

on Schedule M-3. Instead, any item of Any adjustments made at theSchedule L
income, gain, loss, deduction, or credit consolidated group level that are notTotal assets shown on Schedule L, line of a disregarded entity must be attributable to any specific member of15, column (d), must equal the total reported as an item of its owner. the U.S. consolidated tax group (e.g.,assets of the corporation (or, in the disallowance of net capital losses,case of a U.S. consolidated tax group, contribution deduction carryovers, andConsolidatedthe total assets of all members of the limitation of contribution deductions)group listed on Form 851) as of the last Schedule M-3 Versus must not be reported on the separateday of the tax year, and must be the consolidating parent or subsidiarysame total assets reported by the Consolidating Schedules M-3 but rather on thecorporation (or by each member of the consolidated Schedule M-3 and on theSchedules M-3U.S. consolidated tax group) in the consolidating Schedule M-3 forfinancial statements, if any, used for A U.S. consolidated tax group must file consolidation eliminations (see theSchedule M-3. If the corporation a consolidated Schedule M-3. Parts I, second preceding paragraph).prepares financial statements, II, and III of the consolidated Schedule

Schedule L must equal the sum of the M-3 must reflect the activity of the If an includible corporation has no
financial statement total assets for each entire U.S. consolidated tax group. The activity for the tax year (e.g., because
corporation listed on Form 851 and parent corporation also must complete the corporation is a dormant or inactive
included in the U.S. consolidated tax Parts II and III of a separate Schedule corporation), no amount for the
return (includible corporation) net of M-3 to reflect the parent’s own activity. corporation was included in Part I, line
eliminations for intercompany In addition, Parts II and III of a separate 11, and the corporation has no
transactions between includible Schedule M-3 must be completed by amounts to report on Part II and Part III
corporations. If the corporation does not each includible corporation to reflect the of Schedule M-3 for the tax year, the
prepare financial statements, Schedule activity of that includible corporation. parent corporation of the U.S.
L must be based on the corporation’s Lastly, it generally will be necessary to consolidated tax group may attach to
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the consolidated Schedule M-3 a the case of a U.S. consolidated tax Line 2. Questions Regarding
statement that provides the name and group, for the U.S. parent corporation’s Income Statement PeriodEIN of the includible corporation in lieu consolidated group) filing Form 1120,

and Restatementsof filing a blank Part II and Part III of the U.S. corporation (or the U.S. parent
Schedule M-3 for such entity. Enter the beginning and ending datescorporation of a U.S. consolidated tax

on line 2a for the corporation’s incomegroup) must enter “No” on questions
statement period ending with or withinCompletion of 1a, 1b, and 1c, skip Part I, lines 2
this tax year. Answer “Yes” on lines 2bthrough 10, and enter the net incomeSchedule M-3 and/or 2c if the corporation’s income(loss) per the books and records of the

A corporation (or any member of a U.S. statement has been restated for anyU.S. corporation (or U.S. consolidatedconsolidated tax group) required to file reason, and attach an explanation for
tax group) on Part I, line 11, NetSchedule M-3 must complete the form each restatement, the original amount
income (loss) per income statement ofin its entirety. At the time the Form of each income statement item
includible corporations.1120 is filed, all applicable questions restated, and the restated amount of

must be answered on Part I (except each income statement item restated.
If a non-publicly traded U.S. parentthat in the case of a U.S. consolidated

Line 3. Questions Regardingtax group, Part I need only be corporation of a U.S. consolidated tax
completed once, on the consolidated Publicly Traded Votinggroup prepares financial statements
Schedule M-3, by the parent and that group includes a publicly Common Stock
corporation), all columns must be traded subsidiary that files financial The primary U.S. publicly traded votingcompleted on Parts II and III, and all statements with the Securities and common stock class is the most widelynumerical data required by Schedule Exchange Commission (SEC), the held or most heavily traded within theM-3 must be provided at the time the consolidated financial statements of the U.S. as determined by the corporation.Form 1120 is filed. Any schedule parent corporation are the appropriate If the corporation has more than onerequired to support a line item on

financial statements for purposes of class of publicly traded voting commonSchedule M-3 must be attached at the
completing Part I. Do not use any stock, attach a list of the classes oftime Schedule M-3 is filed and must

publicly traded voting common stock,separate company financial statementsprovide the information required for that
the trading symbol of each class, thethat might be prepared for publiclyline item.
nine-digit CUSIP number of each class,traded subsidiaries.
and the name and EIN of the
corporation issuing the stock.If a corporation (a) is included in theSpecific Instructions consolidated financial statements of a Line 4. Worldwide

group (consolidated financial statementfor Part I Consolidated Net Incomegroup) with a U.S. parent corporation
(Loss) per Income Statementfiling a Form 1120 and Schedule M-3,Part I. Financial In completing Schedule M-3, the(b) is not included in the Form 1120 of
corporation must use financialthe parent corporation of theInformation and Net
statement amounts from the financialconsolidated financial statement group,Income (Loss) statement type checked “Yes” on Part I,(c) does not have a separate financial
line 1. If Part I, line 1a, is checkedstatement (certified or otherwise) of itsReconciliation “Yes,” report on Part I, line 4, the netown, and (d) files its own Form 1120
income amount reported in the income(separate or consolidated), theWhen To Complete Part I statement presented to the SEC on thecorporation must answer questions 1a, corporation’s Form 10-K (the FormPart I must be completed for any tax

1b, and 1c of Part I as appropriate for 10-K for the security identified on Part I,year for which the corporation files
its own Form 1120 and must report on line 3b, if applicable).Schedule M-3.
Part I, line 4 or 11, as appropriate, the

If a corporation prepares financialamount for the corporation’s net incomeLine 1. Questions Regarding statements, the amount on line 4 must
(loss) that is equal to the amountthe Type of Income equal the financial statement net
included in the income statement of the income (loss) for the income statementStatement Prepared consolidated financial statement group period ending with or within the tax yearFor Schedule M-3, Part I, lines 1 and removed in Schedule M-3, Part I of as indicated on line 2a.through 11, use only the financial that group’s U.S. federal income tax If the corporation prepares financialstatements of the U.S. corporation filing return. However, if in the circumstances statements and the income statementthe U.S. federal income tax return (the described immediately above, the period differs from the corporation’s taxconsolidated financial statements for
corporation does have separate year, the income statement periodthe U.S. parent corporation of a U.S.
financial statements (certified or indicated on line 2a applies forconsolidated tax group). If the U.S.
otherwise) of its own, independent of purposes of Part I, lines 4 through 8.corporation filing a U.S. federal income
the amount of the corporation’s nettax return (or the U.S. parent If the corporation does not prepare
income included in its parentcorporation of a U.S. consolidated tax financial statements, skip lines 2a
company’s consolidated financialgroup) is controlled by another through 10 and enter the net income
statements, the corporation mustcorporation (U.S. or foreign), the U.S. (loss) per the books and records of the
answer questions 1a, 1b, and 1c of Partcorporation (or the U.S. parent U.S. corporation or the U.S.

corporation of a U.S. consolidated tax I, as appropriate, for its own Form consolidated tax group on Part I, line
group) must not use the financial 1120, based on its own separate 11, Net income (loss) per income
statements of the controlling statement of includible corporations.income statement, and must report on
corporation for its Schedule M-3, Part I. Part I, line 4, the net income amounts If line 4 includes net income (loss)

shown on its separate incomeIf no financial statements are for a corporation that files Form
statement.prepared for the U.S. corporation (or, in 1120-PC or Form 1120-L, see the
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instructions for Part I, line 10, for Attach a supporting schedule that applicable) of each corporation to which
adjustments that may be necessary to provides the name, EIN (if applicable), the adjustment relates, the net
reconcile financial statement income to and financial statement net income adjustment included on line 10 for each
statutory income. (loss) included on this line 7 for each corporation, and an explanation of each

other includible corporation. net adjustment.
Line 5. Net Income (Loss) of

Line 8. Adjustment to Line 11. Net Income (Loss)Nonincludible Foreign
Eliminations of Transactions per Income Statement ofEntities
Between Includible Includible CorporationsRemove the financial statement net

income (line 5a) or loss (line 5b) of Corporations and Report on line 11 the consolidated
each foreign entity that is included in income statement net income (loss) ofNonincludible Entitiesthe consolidated financial statement all corporations included in the U.S.Include on line 8 any adjustments forgroup and is not an includible consolidated tax return for the tax yearminority interest, intercompanycorporation in the U.S. consolidated tax and listed on the Form 851. If thedividends, and eliminations ofgroup (nonincludible foreign entity). In corporation does not prepare financialintercompany transactions associatedaddition, on Part I, line 8, adjust for statements, enter on line 11 the netwith amounts included on Part I, line 4,consolidation eliminations and correct income (loss) per the books andamounts removed on Part I, line 5 or 6,for minority interest and intercompany records of the U.S. consolidated taxor amounts included on Part I, line 7, sodividends for any nonincludible foreign group.that the adjusted consolidation entriesentity. Do not remove in Part I the

Example 2. U.S. corporation P isand intercompany eliminations are onlyfinancial statement net income (loss) of
publicly traded and files Form 10-K withthose applicable to the income (loss) ofany nonincludible foreign entity
the SEC. P owns 80% or more of theincludible corporations for the financialaccounted for in the financial
stock of U.S. corporations DS1-DS75,statement period. Adjustments on Partstatements on the equity method.
between 51% and 79% of the stock ofI, line 8, for consolidation entries are

Attach a supporting schedule that U.S. corporations DS76-DS100, andnecessary to ensure that transactions
provides the name, EIN (if applicable), 100% of the stock of foreignbetween includible corporations and
and financial statement net income subsidiaries FS1-FS50. P eliminates alleither nonincludible foreign entities or
(loss) included on line 4 that is removed dividend income from DS1-DS100 andnonincludible U.S. entities are not
on this line 5 for each nonincludible FS1-FS50 in financial statementeliminated. Additionally, adjustments on
foreign entity. consolidation entries. Furthermore, PPart I, line 8, for consolidation entries

eliminates the minority interestare necessary to ensure thatLine 6. Net Income (Loss) of ownership of DS1-DS100 in financialtransactions between includible
Nonincludible U.S. Entities statement consolidation entries. P’scorporations that are in the

SEC Form 10-K includes P,Remove the financial statement net consolidated financial statement group
DS1-DS100 and FS1-FS50 on a fullyincome (line 6a) or loss (line 6b) of and other includible corporations that
consolidated basis. P files a U.S.each U.S. entity that is included in the are not in the consolidated financial
consolidated tax return with DS1-DS75.consolidated financial statement group statement group are eliminated.

and is not an includible corporation in P must check “Yes” on Part I, lineLine 9. Adjustment tothe U.S. consolidated tax group 1a. On Part I, line 4, P must report the(nonincludible U.S. entity). In addition, Reconcile Income Statement consolidated net income from the SECon Part I, line 8, adjust for consolidation Form 10-K for the consolidated financialPeriod to Tax Yeareliminations and correct for minority statement group of P, DS1-DS100, andInclude on line 9 any adjustmentsinterest and intercompany dividends for FS1-FS50. P must remove the netnecessary to the income (loss) ofany nonincludible U.S. entity. Do not income (loss) of FS1-FS50 on Part I,includible corporations to reconcileremove in Part I the financial statement lines 5a or 5b, as applicable. P mustdifferences between the corporation’snet income (loss) of any nonincludible remove the net income (loss) beforeincome statement period reported onU.S. entity accounted for in the financial minority interests of DS76-DS100 online 2a and the corporation’s tax year.statements on the equity method. Part I, lines 6a or 6b, as applicable. P
Attach a supporting schedule that must reverse on Part I, line 8, theLine 10. Other Adjustments

provides the name, EIN (if applicable), elimination of any transactions betweenRequired To Reconcile toand financial statement net income the includible corporations (P and
Amount on Line 11(loss) included on line 4 that is removed DS1-DS75) and the nonincludible

on this line 6 for each nonincludible entities (DS76-DS100 and FS1-FS50),Include on line 10 any other
U.S. entity. including dividends received fromadjustments to reconcile net income

DS76-DS100 and FS1-FS50 and the(loss) on Part I, line 4, with net incomeLine 7. Net Income (Loss) of minority interest’s share of the net(loss) of includible corporations
Other Includible income (loss) of DS1-DS100.reported on Part I, line 11. If the net

income (loss) of an includibleCorporations P reports on Part I, line 11, the
corporation that files Form 1120-PC orInclude the financial statement net consolidated financial statement net
Form 1120-L is included on Part I, linesincome (line 7a) or loss (line 7b) of income (loss) attributable to the
4, 7, 8, or 9, and is computed on aeach corporation includible in the U.S. includible corporations. Intercompany
basis other than statutory accounting,consolidated tax group that is not transactions between the includible
include on line 10 the adjustmentsincluded in the consolidated financial corporations that had been eliminated
necessary such that Part I, line 11,statement group (other includible in the net income amount on line 4
includes net income (loss) for suchcorporation). In addition, on Part I, line remain eliminated in the net income
corporation on a statutory accounting8, adjust for consolidation eliminations amount on line 11. Transactions
basis.and correct for minority interest and between the includible corporations and

intercompany dividends for any other Attach a supporting schedule that the nonincludible entities that are
includible corporation. provides the name and EIN (if eliminated in the net income amount on
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line 4 are included in the net income before minority interest and interest 4. Report on Part II, line 30, column
amount on line 11. expense to P, less the minority interest (d), the sum of Part II, line 30, columns

of $20 in the net income of DS1, and (a), (b), and (c).Example 3. Foreign corporation F
the entire net income of P of $1,000owns 100% of the stock of U.S.

Note. Part II, line 30, column (d), mustmeasured before recognition of thecorporation P. P owns 100% of the
equal the amount on Form 1120, pageintercompany interest from DS1 and thestock of DS1, 60% of the stock of DS2,
1, line 28.consolidation of DS1 operations.and 100% of the stock of FS1. F

prepares certified audited financial When To Complete
statements. P does not prepare any Columns (b) and (c)
financial statements. P files a U.S.

Columns (b) and (c) of Parts II and IIISpecific Instructions forconsolidated tax return with DS1.
must be completed for any tax year for

P must check “No” on Part I, lines Parts II and III which the corporation files Schedule
1a, 1b, and 1c, skip lines 2a through 10 For U.S. consolidated tax returns, file M-3.
of Part I, and enter net income (loss) supporting schedules for each For any item of income, gain, loss,per the books and records of the includible corporation. See expense, or deduction for which thereincludible corporations (P and DS1) on Consolidated returns on page 4 of the is a difference between columns (a)Part I, line 11, net of eliminations for Form 1120 instructions. and (d), the portion of the differencetransactions between P and DS1.

that is temporary must be entered inExample 4. U.S. corporation C General Format of column (b) and the portion of theowns 60% of the capital and profits Parts II and III difference that is permanent must beinterests in U.S. LLC N. N has net entered in column (c).For each line item in Parts II and III,income of $100 (before minority
report in column (a) the amount of net If financial statements are preparedinterests) and makes no distributions
income (loss) included in Part I, line 11, by the corporation in accordance withduring the year. C treats N as a
and report in column (d) the amount generally accepted accountingcorporation for financial statement
included in taxable income. principles (GAAP), differences that arepurposes and as a partnership for U.S.

treated as temporary for GAAP must befederal income tax purposes. In its When To Complete reported in column (b) and differencesfinancial statements, C consolidates N
Columns (a) and (d) that are permanent (that is, notand includes $60 of net income ($100

temporary for GAAP) must be reportedless the minority interest of $40) on A corporation is not required to
in column (c). Generally, pursuant toPart I, line 4. complete columns (a) and (d) of Parts II
GAAP, a temporary difference affectsand III for the first tax year theC must remove the $100 net income
(creates, increases, or decreases) acorporation is required to file Scheduleof N on Part I, line 6a. C must reverse
deferred tax asset or liability.M-3. The corporation must completeon Part I, line 8, the elimination of the

columns (a) and (d) of Parts II and III$40 minority interest net income of N. If the corporation does not prepare
for all tax years subsequent to the firstThe result is that C includes no income financial statements, or the financial
tax year the corporation is required tofor N on Part I, line 11. C’s taxable statements are not prepared in
file Schedule M-3.income from N must be reported by C accordance with GAAP, report in

on Part II, line 9, Income (loss) from column (b) any difference that theIf, for any tax year (or tax years)
U.S. partnerships. corporation believes will reverse in aprior to the first tax year a corporation is

future tax year (that is, have anExample 5. U.S. corporation P required to file Schedule M-3, a
opposite effect on taxable income in aowns 80% of the stock of corporation corporation voluntarily files Schedule
future tax year (or years) due to theDS1. DS1 is included in P’s U.S. M-3 in lieu of Schedule M-1, then in
difference in timing of recognition forconsolidated federal income tax return, those voluntary filing years the
financial accounting and U.S. federaleven though DS1 is not included in P’s corporation is not required to complete
income tax purposes) or is the reversalconsolidated financial statements. DS1 columns (a) and (d) of Parts II and III.
of such a difference that arose in a priorhas current year net income of $100 In addition, in the first tax year the
tax year. Report in column (c) anyafter it pays interest of $40 to P. P has corporation is required to file Schedule
difference that the corporation believesnet income of $1,040 after recognition M-3 the corporation is not required to
will not reverse in a future tax year (andof the interest income from DS1. In its complete columns (a) and (d) of Parts II
is not the reversal of such a differencefinancial statements, P reports the $40 and III.
that arose in a prior tax year).interest as part of its net income of

If a corporation chooses not to$1,040 on Part I, line 4. P is required to If the corporation is unable tocomplete columns (a) and (d) of Parts IIinclude the $100 net income of DS1 on determine whether a differenceand III in the first tax year thePart I, line 7, and the operations of DS1 between column (a) and column (d) forcorporation is required to file Schedulemust be included in P’s return on a fully an item will reverse in a future tax yearM-3 (or in any year in which theconsolidated basis. P must remove on or is the reversal of a difference thatcorporation voluntarily files SchedulePart I, line 8, the $40 of interest income arose in a prior tax year, report theM-3), then Part II, line 30, is reconciledreceived from DS1 included by P on difference for that item in column (c).by the corporation (or, in the case of aline 4 and the $40 of interest expense
Example 6. For the 2004, 2005, andU.S. consolidated tax group, by theof DS1 included in line 7 for a net

2006 tax years, corporation A has totalgroup’s parent corporation on Part II,change of zero on line 8. On line 8, P
consolidated assets on the last day ofline 30, of the group’s consolidatedmust also remove the $20 minority
the tax year as reported on Schedule L,Schedule M-3) in the following manner:interest in the net income of DS1 (DS1
line 15, column (d), of $8 million, $11net income of $100 × 20% minority 1. Report the amount from Part I,
million, and $12 million, respectively. Ainterest). On Part 1, line 11, P reports line 11, on Part II, line 30, column (a);
is required to file Schedule M-3 for its$1,120, $1,040 from line 4, $100 from 2. Leave blank Part II, lines 1
2005 and 2006 tax years.line 7, and ($20) from line 8. The result through 29, columns (a) and (d);

is that P includes on Part I, line 11, the 3. Leave blank Part III, columns (a) For its 2004 tax year, A voluntarily
entire net income of DS1 of $140 and (d); and files Schedule M-3 in lieu of Schedule
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M-1 and does not complete columns (a) that reportable transaction must be Furthermore, in applying the two
and (d) of Parts II and III. reported on Part II, line 12. preceding paragraphs, a corporation is

required to report in column (a) of Parts
For A’s 2005 tax year, the first tax A corporation is required to report in II and III the amount of any item

year that A is required to file Schedule column (a) of Parts II and III the amount specifically listed on Schedule M-3 that
M-3, A is only required to complete Part of any item specifically listed on is included in the corporation’s financial
I and columns (b) and (c) of Parts II and Schedule M-3 that is in any manner statements or exists in the corporation’s
III. included in the corporation’s current books and records, regardless of the

year financial statement net income nomenclature associated with that itemFor A’s 2006 tax year, A is required
(loss) or in an income or expense in the financial statements or books andto complete Schedule M-3 in its
account maintained in the corporation’s records. Accurate completion ofentirety.
books and records, even if there is no Schedule M-3 requires reporting

Example 7. Corporation B is a U.S. difference between that amount and the amounts according to the substantive
publicly traded corporation that files a amount included in taxable income nature of the specific line items
U.S. consolidated tax return and unless (a) otherwise provided in these included in Schedule M-3 and
prepares consolidated GAAP financial instructions or (b) the amount is consistent reporting of all transactions
statements. In prior years, B acquired attributable to a reportable transaction of like substantive nature that occurred
intellectual property (IP) and goodwill described in Regulations section during the tax year. For example, all
through several corporate acquisitions. 1.6011-4(b) other than a transaction expense amounts that are included in
The IP is amortizable for both U.S. described in Regulations section the financial statements or exist in the
federal income tax and financial 1.6011-(4)(b)(6) (relating to significant books and records that represent some
statement purposes. In the current book-tax differences) and is therefore form of “Bad debt expense,” must be
year, B’s annual amortization expense reported on Part II, line 12. For reported on Part III, line 32, in column
for IP is $9,000 for U.S. federal income example, with the exception of interest (a), regardless of whether the amounts
tax purposes and $6,000 for financial income reflected on a Schedule K-1 are recorded or stated under different
statement purposes. In its financial received by a corporation as a result of nomenclature in the financial
statements, B treats the difference in IP the corporation’s investment in a statements or the books and records
amortization as a temporary difference. partnership or other pass-through such as: “Provision for doubtful
The goodwill is not amortizable for U.S. entity, all interest income, whether from accounts”; “Expense for uncollectible
federal income tax purposes and is unconsolidated affiliated companies, notes receivable”; or “Impairment of
subject to impairment for financial third parties, banks, or other entities, trade accounts receivable.” Likewise,
statement purposes. In the current whether imputed interest or not, as stated in the preceding paragraph,
year, B records an impairment charge whether from foreign or domestic all fines and penalties must be included
on the goodwill of $5,000. In its sources, whether taxable or exempt on Part III, line 12, column (a),
financial statements, B treats the from tax and regardless of how or regardless of the terminology or
goodwill impairment as a permanent where the income is classified in the nomenclature attached to them by the
difference. B must report the corporation’s financial statements, must corporation in its books and records or
amortization attributable to the IP on be included on Part II, line 13, column financial statements.
Part III, line 28, Other amortization or (a). Likewise, all fines and penalties
impairment write-offs, and report paid to a government or other authority With limited exceptions, Part II
$6,000 in column (a), a temporary for the violation of any law for which includes lines for specific items of
difference of $3,000 in column (b), and fines or penalties are assessed must be income, gain, or loss (income items).
$9,000 in column (d). B must report the included on Part III, line 12, column (a), (See Part II, lines 1 through 25.) If an
goodwill impairment on Part III, line 26, regardless of the government authority income item is described in Part II, lines
Amortization/impairment of goodwill, that imposed the fines or penalties, 1 through 25, report the amount of the
and report $5,000 in column (a), a regardless of whether the fines or item on the applicable line, regardless
permanent difference of ($5,000) in penalties are civil or criminal, of whether there is a difference for the
column (c), and $0 in column (d). regardless of the classification, item. If there is a difference for the

nomenclature, or terminology attached income item, or only a portion of the
to the fines or penalties by the imposing income item has a difference and aReporting Requirements
authority in its actions or documents, portion of the item does not have a

for Parts II and III and regardless of how or where the difference, and the item is not
fines or penalties are classified in the described in Part II, lines 1 through 25,
corporation’s financial income report and describe the entire amountGeneral Reporting
statement or the income and expense of the item on Part II, line 26, OtherRequirements
accounts maintained in the income (loss) items with differences.

If an amount is attributable to a corporation’s books and records.
reportable transaction described in With limited exceptions, Part III
Regulations section 1.6011-4(b) (other If a corporation would be required to includes lines for specific items of
than a transaction described in report in column (a) of Parts II and III expense or deduction (expense items).
Regulations section 1.6011-(4)(b)(6) the amount of any item specifically (See Part III, lines 1 through 34.) If an
relating to significant book-tax listed on Schedule M-3 in accordance expense item is described on Part III,
differences), the amount must be with the preceding paragraph, except lines 1 through 34, report the amount of
reported in columns (a), (b), (c), and that the corporation has capitalized the the item on the applicable line,
(d), as applicable, of Part II, line 12, item of income or expense and reports regardless of whether there is a
Items relating to reportable the amount in its financial statement difference for the item. If there is a
transactions, regardless of whether the balance sheet or in asset and liability difference for the expense item, or only
amount would otherwise be reported on accounts maintained in the a portion of the expense item has a
Part II or Part III of Schedule M-3. corporation’s books and records, the difference and a portion of the item
Thus, if a taxpayer files Form 8886, corporation must report the proper tax does not have a difference and the item
Reportable Transaction Disclosure treatment of the item in columns (b), is not described in Part III, lines 1
Statement, the amounts attributable to (c), and (d), as applicable. through 34, report and describe the
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entire amount of the item on Part III, required to file Schedule M-3 for its Schedule M-3 for its 2005 tax year. On
line 35, Other expense/deduction items 2005 tax year. C’s total depreciation January 2, 2005, E establishes an
with differences. expense for its 2005 tax year for five of allowance for uncollectible accounts

the assets is $50,000 for income receivable (bad debt reserve) ofIf there is no difference between the
statement purposes and $70,000 for $100,000. During 2005, E increasedfinancial accounting amount and the
U.S. federal income tax purposes. C’s the reserve by $250,000 for additionaltaxable amount of an entire item of
total annual depreciation expense for its accounts receivable that may becomeincome, loss, expense, or deduction
2005 tax year for the other five assets uncollectible. Additionally, during 2005and the item is not described or
is $40,000 for income statement E decreases the reserve by $75,000 forincluded in Part II, lines 1 through 26,
purposes and $30,000 for U.S. federal accounts receivable that wereor Part III, lines 1 through 35, report the
income tax purposes. In its financial discharged in bankruptcy during 2005.entire amount of the item in column (a)
statements, C treats the differences The balance in the reserve account onand (d) of Part II, line 29, Other income
between financial statement and U.S. December 31, 2005, is $275,000. The(loss) and expense/deduction items
federal income tax depreciation $100,000 amount to establish thewith no differences.
expense as giving rise to temporary reserve account and the $250,000 toSeparately stated and adequately
differences that will reverse in future increase the reserve account aredisclosed. Each difference reported in
years. C must combine all of its expenses on E’s 2005 financialParts II and III must be separately
depreciation adjustments. Accordingly, statements but are not deductible forstated and adequately disclosed. In
C must report on Part III, line 31, U.S. federal income tax purposes ingeneral, a difference is adequately
Depreciation, for its 2005 tax year 2005. However, the $75,000 decreasedisclosed if the difference is labeled in
income statement depreciation expense to the reserve is deductible for U.S.a manner that clearly identifies the item
of $90,000 in column (a), a temporary federal income tax purposes in 2005. Inor transaction from which the difference
difference of $10,000 in column (b), its financial statements, E treats thearises. For further guidance about
and U.S. federal income tax reserve account as giving rise to aadequate disclosure, see Regulations
depreciation expense of $100,000 in temporary difference that will reverse insection 1.6662-4(f). If a specific item of
column (d). future tax years. E must report on Partincome, gain, loss, expense, or

III, line 32, Bad debt expense, for itsdeduction is described on Part II, lines Example 9. Corporation D is a
2005 tax year income statement bad9 through 25, or Part III, lines 1 through calendar year taxpayer that was
debt expense of $350,000 in column34, and the line does not indicate to required to file Schedule M-3 for its
(a), a temporary difference of“attach schedule” or “attach details,” 2004 tax year and is required to file
($275,000) in column (b), and U.S.and the specific instructions for the line Schedule M-3 for its 2005 tax year. On
federal income tax bad debt expense ofdo not call for an attachment of a December 31, 2005, D establishes
$75,000 in column (d).schedule or statement, then the item is three reserve accounts in the amount of

considered separately stated and $100,000 for each account. One Example 11. Corporation F is a
adequately disclosed if the item is reserve account is an allowance for calendar year taxpayer that was
reported on the applicable line and the accounts receivable that are estimated required to file Schedule M-3 for its
amount(s) of the item(s) are reported in to be uncollectible. The second reserve 2004 tax year and is required to file
the applicable columns of the is an estimate of a settlement D may Schedule M-3 for its 2005 tax year.
applicable line. See the instructions have to pay as a result of pending During 2005, F incurs $200 of meals
beginning on page 8 for specific litigation. The third reserve is an and entertainment expenses that F
additional information required to be estimate of future warranty expenses. deducts in computing net income per
provided for amounts reported on Part In its financial statements, D treats the the income statement. $50 of the $200
II, lines 1 through 8. three reserve accounts as giving rise to is subject to the $50% limitation under

temporary differences that will reverseExcept as otherwise provided, section 274(n). In its financial
in future years. The three reserves aredifferences for the same item must be statements, F treats the limitation on
expenses in D’s 2005 financialcombined or netted together and deductions for meals and entertainment
statements but are not deductions forreported as one amount on the as a permanent difference. Because
U.S. federal income tax purposes inapplicable line of Schedule M-3. meals and entertainment expenses are
2005. D must not combine theHowever, differences for separate items specifically described in Part III, line 11,
Schedule M-3 differences for the threemust not be combined or netted Meals and entertainment, F must report
reserve accounts. D must report thetogether and each item (and all of its meals and entertainment
amounts attributable to the allowancecorresponding amount attributable to expenses on this line, regardless of
for uncollectible accounts receivable onthat item) must be separately stated whether there is a difference.
Part III, line 32, Bad debt expense, andand adequately disclosed on the Accordingly, F must report $200 in
must separately state and adequatelyapplicable line of Schedule M-3. In column (a), $25 in column (c), and
disclose the amounts attributable toaddition, every item of difference must $175 in column (d). F must not report
each of the two reserves for pendingbe separately stated and adequately the $150 of meals and entertainment
litigation and the warranty costs on adisclosed. Differences for dissimilar expenses that are deducted in F’s
required, attached schedule thatitems cannot be combined even if the financial statement net income and are
supports the amounts at Part III, lineamounts are below a certain dollar fully deductible for U.S. federal income
35, Other expense/deduction items withamount. tax purposes on Part II, line 29, Other
differences. income (loss) and expense/deductionExample 8. Corporation C is a

items with no differences, and the $50calendar year taxpayer that placed in Example 10. Corporation E is a
subject to the limitation under sectionservice ten depreciable fixed assets in calendar year taxpayer that was
274(n) on Part III, line 11, Meals and2000. C was required to file Schedule required to file Schedule M-3 for its
entertainment.M-3 for its 2004 tax year and is 2004 tax year and is required to file
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Line 3. Subpart F, QEF, and Line 7. U.S. Dividends NotPart II. Reconciliation of
Eliminated in TaxSimilar Income InclusionsNet Income (Loss) per

Report on line 3, column (d), the Consolidation
Income Statement of amount included in taxable income Report on line 7, column (a), the

under section 951 (relating to Subpart amount of dividends received from anyIncludible Corporations F), gains or other income inclusions U.S. corporation included in Part I, line
resulting from elections under sections 11. Report on line 7, column (d), theWith Taxable Income per
1291(d)(2) and 1298(b)(1), and any amount of any U.S. dividends includedReturn in taxable income on Form 1120, pageamount included in taxable income

1, line 28 (that is, taxable dividendspursuant to section 1293 (relating to
Lines 1 Through 8. received from any U.S. corporation thatqualified electing funds). The amount of

is not included in the U.S. consolidatedSubpart F income corresponds to theAdditional Information for
tax group and required to be listed ontotal of the amounts reported by theEach Corporation Form 851).corporation on line 6, Schedule I, of allFor any item reported on Part II, lines 1, Forms 5471, Information Return of U.S. For any dividends reported on Part3 through 6, or 8, attach a supporting

Persons With Respect to Certain II, line 7, that are received on classes ofschedule that provides the name of the
Foreign Corporations. The amount of voting stock in which the corporationentity for which the item is reported, the
qualified electing fund income directly or indirectly owned 10% ortype of entity (corporation, partnership,

more of the outstanding shares of thatcorresponds to the total of the amountsetc.), the entity’s EIN (if applicable), and
class at any time during the tax year,reported by the corporation on line 3(a),the item amounts for columns (a)
report on an attached supportingPart II, of all Forms 8621, Return by athrough (d). See the instructions for
schedule for Part II, line 7, the name ofShareholder of a Passive ForeignPart II, lines 2 and 7, for the specific
the dividend payer, the class of votingInvestment Company or Qualifiedinformation required for those particular
stock on which the dividend was paid,Electing Fund.lines.
the payer’s EIN (if applicable), and the
item amounts for columns (a) throughLine 1. Income (Loss) From Also include on line 3 PFIC (d).mark-to-market gains and losses underEquity Method Foreign

section 1296. Do not report such gains Line 8. Minority Interest forCorporations
and losses on Part II, line 16, Includible CorporationsReport on line 1, column (a), the Mark-to-market income (loss).

income statement income (loss) Report on line 8, column (a), the
included in Part I, line 11, for any minority interest in the income (loss)
foreign corporation accounted for on Line 4. Section 78 Gross-Up included in the income statement
the equity method and remove such income (loss) on Part I, line 11, for anyReport on line 4, column (d), the
amount in column (b) or (c), as member of the U.S. consolidated taxamount of any section 78 gross-up. The
applicable. Report the amount of group that is less than 100% owned.section 78 gross-up amount must
dividends received and other taxable correspond to the total section 78 Example 12. Corporation G is aamounts received or includible from gross-up amounts reported by the calendar year taxpayer that wasforeign corporations on Part II, lines 2

corporation on all Forms 1118, Foreign required to file Schedule M-3 for itsthrough 5, as applicable.
2004 tax year and is required to fileTax Credit–Corporations.
Schedule M-3 for its 2005 tax year. GLine 2. Gross Foreign owns 90% of the stock of U.S.

Line 5. Gross ForeignDividends Not Previously corporation DS1. G files a U.S.
consolidated tax return with DS1. GDistributions PreviouslyTaxed
prepares certified GAAP financialReport on line 2, column (d), the Taxed
statements for the consolidatedamount (before any withholding tax) of Report on line 5 any distributions financial statement group consisting ofany foreign dividends included in received from foreign corporations that G and DS1. G has no net income of itscurrent year taxable income on Form were included in Part I, line 11, and that own, and G does not report its equity1120, page 1, line 28. Report on line 2, were previously taxed. For example, interest in the income of DS1 on itscolumn (a), the amount of dividends include amounts that are excluded from separate financial statements. DS1 hasfrom any foreign corporation included in income under sections 959 and financial statement net income (beforePart I, line 11. Do not report any

1293(c). Report the full amount of the minority interests) and taxable incomeamounts that are reported on Part II,
distribution before any withholding tax. of $1,000 ($2,500 of revenue lesslines 3 or 4, or dividends that were

$1,500 cost of goods sold). On Part I,previously taxed (see the instructions
line 11, Net income (loss) per incomefor line 5 on this page). Line 6. Income (Loss) From statement of includible corporations, of

For any dividends reported on Part the consolidated Schedule M-3, theEquity Method U.S.
II, line 2, that are received on a class of U.S. consolidated tax group must reportCorporations
voting stock of which the corporation $900 of financial statement income

Report on line 6, column (a), thedirectly or indirectly owned 10% or ($1,000 net income less $100 minority
income statement income (loss)more of the outstanding shares of that interest). On Part II, line 8, Minority
included in Part I, line 11, for any U.S.class at any time during the tax year, interest for includible corporations, of
corporation accounted for on the equityreport on an attached supporting the consolidated Schedule M-3, the
method and remove such amount inschedule the name of the dividend U.S. consolidated tax group reports
column (b) or (c), as applicable. Reportpayer, the class of voting stock on ($100) in column (a), $100 in column
on Part II, line 7, dividends receivedwhich the dividend was paid, the (c), and $0 in column (d). On Part II,
from any U.S. corporation accountedpayer’s EIN (if applicable), and the item line 29, Other income (loss) and
for on the equity method.amounts for columns (a) through (d). expense/deduction items with no
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differences, of the consolidated and the amount reported in column (a), For each pass-through entity
Schedule M-3, the U.S. consolidated (b), (c), or (d) of lines 9 or 10, as reported on line 11, attach a supporting
tax group reports $1,000 in both applicable. schedule that provides that entity’s
columns (a) and (d). As a result, name, EIN (if applicable), theExample 13. U.S. corporation H is a
financial statement net income on Part corporation’s end of year profit-sharingcalendar year taxpayer that was
II, line 30, column (a), will total $900, percentage (if applicable), therequired to file Schedule M-3 for its
net permanent differences on Part II, corporation’s end of year loss-sharing2004 tax year and is required to file
line 30, column (c), will total $100, and percentage (if applicable), and theSchedule M-3 for its 2005 tax year. H
taxable income on line 30, column (d), amounts reported by the corporation inhas an investment in a U.S. partnership
will total $1,000. G must prepare three column (a), (b), (c), or (d) of line 11, asUSP. H prepares financial statements
consolidating Schedules M-3, each with applicable.in accordance with GAAP. In its
Parts II and III, one for G, one for DS1, financial statements, H treats the Line 12. Items Relating toand one for consolidation eliminations. difference between financial statement
On the consolidating Schedule M-3 for Reportable Transactionsnet income and taxable income from its
DS1, on Part II, line 29 and line 30, G investment in USP as a permanent Any amounts attributable to any
reports for DS1 $1,000 in both columns difference. For its 2005 tax year, H’s reportable transactions (as described in
(a) and (d). On the consolidating financial statement net income includes Regulations section 1.6011-4) other
Schedule M-3 for G, on Part II, line 30, $10,000 of income attributable to its than transactions described in
G reports for itself zero in both columns share of USP’s net income. H’s Regulations section 1.6011-4(b)(6)
(a) and (d). On the consolidating Schedule K-1 from USP reports $5,000 relating to significant book-tax
Schedule M-3 for consolidation of ordinary income, $7,000 of long-term differences must be included on Part II,
eliminations, on Part II, line 8 and line capital gains, $4,000 of charitable line 12, regardless of whether the
30, G reports the minority interest contributions, and $200 of section 179 difference, or differences, would
elimination for the U.S. consolidated tax expense. H must report on Part II, line otherwise be reported elsewhere in Part
group of ($100) in column (a), $100 in 9, $10,000 in column (a), a permanent II or Part III. Thus, if a taxpayer files
column (c), and $0 in column (d). difference of ($2,200) in column (c), Form 8886 for any reportable

and $7,800 in column (d). transaction described in RegulationsLine 9. Income (Loss) From section 1.6011-4 and the transaction isExample 14. Same facts asU.S. Partnerships and Line not described in Regulations sectionExample 13 except that corporation H’s
1.6011-4(b)(6) relating to significant10. Income (Loss) From charitable contribution deduction is
book-tax differences, the amountswholly attributable to its partnershipForeign Partnerships attributable to that reportableinterest in USP and is limited to $90For any interest owned by the transaction must be reported on Part II,pursuant to section 170(b)(2) due tocorporation or a member of the U.S. line 12. In addition, all income andother investment losses incurred by H.consolidated tax group that is treated expense amounts attributable to aIn its financial statements, H treatedas an investment in a partnership for reportable transaction must be reportedthis limitation as a temporary difference.U.S. federal income tax purposes (other on Part II, line 12, columns (a) and (d)H must not report the charitablethan an interest in a disregarded entity), even if there is no difference betweencontribution limitation of $3,910 ($4,000report the following on Part II, line 9 or the financial statement amounts and- $90) on Part II, line 9. H must report10, as applicable: the taxable amounts.the limitation on Part III, line 21,

1. In column (a) the sum of the Charitable contribution limitation, and Each difference attributable to a
corporation’s distributive share of report the disallowed charitable reportable transaction must be
income or loss from a U.S. or foreign contributions of ($3,910) in columns (b) separately stated and adequately
partnership that is included in Part I, and (d). disclosed. A corporation will be
line 11, Net income (loss) per income considered to have separately stated
statement of includible corporations; Line 11. Income (Loss) From and adequately disclosed a reportable

2. In column (b) or (c), as transaction on line 12 if the corporationOther Pass-Through Entitiesapplicable, the sum of all differences, if sequentially numbers each Form 8886For any interest in a pass-through entityany, attributable to the corporation’s and lists by identifying number on the(other than an interest in a partnershipdistributive share of income or loss from supporting schedule for Part II, line 12,reportable on Part II, line 9 or 10, asa U.S. or foreign partnership; and each sequentially numbered reportableapplicable) owned by a member of the3. In column (d) the sum of all transaction and the amounts requiredU.S. consolidated tax group (other thanamounts of income, gain, loss, or for Part II, line 12, columns (a) throughan interest in a disregarded entity),deduction attributable to the (d).report the following on line 11:corporation’s distributive share of
In lieu of the requirements of theincome or loss from a U.S. or foreign 1. In column (a) the sum of the

preceding paragraph, a corporation willpartnership (i.e., the sum of all amounts corporation’s distributive share of
be considered to have separatelyreportable on the corporation’s income or loss from the pass-through
stated and adequately disclosed aSchedule(s) K-1 received from the entity that is included in Part I, line 11,
reportable transaction if the corporationpartnership (if applicable)), without Net income (loss) per income statement
attaches a supporting schedule thatregard to any limitations computed at of includible corporations;
provides the following for eachthe partner level (e.g., limitations on 2. In column (b) or (c), as
reportable transaction:utilization of charitable contributions, applicable, the sum of all differences, if

capital losses, and interest expense). any, attributable to the pass-through 1. A description of the reportable
entity; and transaction disclosed on Form 8886 for

For each partnership reported on 3. In column (d) the sum of all which amounts are reported on Part II,
line 9 or 10, attach a supporting taxable amounts of income, gain, loss, line 12;
schedule that provides the name, EIN or deduction reportable on the 2. The name and tax shelter
(if applicable), end of year profit-sharing corporation’s Schedules K-1 received registration number, if applicable, as
percentage (if applicable), end of year from the pass-through entity (if reported on lines 1a and 1b,
loss-sharing percentage (if applicable), applicable). respectively, of Form 8886; and
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3. The type of reportable transaction reportable transaction described in financial statement rental income is
(i.e., listed transaction, confidential Regulations section 1.6011-4(b)(4). included on page 11 in the instructions
transaction, transaction with contractual This reportable transaction is the only for line 18, Sale versus lease (for
protection, etc.) as reported on line 2 of reportable transaction for K’s 2005 tax sellers and/or lessors).
Form 8886. year and results in a $7 million capital

loss for both financial statement Line 14. Total Accrual to
If a transaction is a listed transaction purposes and U.S. federal income tax Cash Adjustmentdescribed in Regulations section purposes. Although the transaction

This line is completed by a corporation1.6011-4(b)(2), the description also does not result in a difference, K is
that prepares financial statements (ormust include the description provided required to report on Part II, line 12, the
books and records, if permitted) usingon line 3 of Form 8886. In addition, if following amounts: ($7 million) in
an overall accrual method of accountingthe reportable transaction involves an column (a), zero in columns (b) and (c),
and uses an overall cash method ofinvestment in the transaction through and ($7 million) in column (d). The
accounting for U.S. federal income taxanother entity such as a partnership, transaction will be adequately disclosed
purposes (or vice-versa). With thethe description must include the name if K attaches a supporting schedule for
exception of amounts required to beand EIN (if applicable) of that entity as line 12 that (a) sequentially numbers
reported on Part II, line 12, Itemsreported on line 5 of Form 8886. the Form 8886 and refers to the
relating to reportable transactions, thesequentially-numbered Form 8886-X1Example 15. Corporation J is a
corporation must report on Part II, lineand (b) reports the applicable amountscalendar year taxpayer that was
14, a single amount net of allrequired for line 12, columns (a)required to file Schedule M-3 for its
adjustments attributable solely to thethrough (d). Alternatively, the2004 tax year and is required to file
use of the different overall methods oftransaction will be adequately disclosedSchedule M-3 for its 2005 tax year. J
accounting (e.g., adjustments related toif the supporting statement for line 12incurred seven different abandonment
accounts receivable, accounts payable,includes a description of thelosses during its 2005 tax year. One
compensation, accrued liabilities, etc.),transaction, the name and tax shelterloss of $12 million results from a
regardless of whether a separate lineregistration number, if any, and the typereportable transaction described in
on Schedule M-3 corresponds to anof reportable transaction disclosed onRegulations section 1.6011-4(b)(5),
item within the accrual to cashForm 8886.another loss of $5 million results from a
reconciliation. Differences notreportable transaction described in
attributable to the use of the differentRegulations section 1.6011-4(b)(4), and Line 13. Interest Income
overall methods of accounting must bethe remaining five abandonment losses With the exception of interest income reported on the appropriate lines ofare not reportable transactions. J derived from a pass-through entity and Schedule M-3 (e.g., a depreciationdiscloses the reportable transactions required to be reported on Part II, line difference must be reported on Part III,giving rise to the $12 million and $5 9, 10, or 11, as applicable, or interest line 31, Depreciation).million losses on separate Forms 8886 from a reportable transaction (as

and sequentially numbers them X1 and Example 17. Corporation L is adescribed in Regulations section
X2, respectively. J must separately calendar year taxpayer that was1.6011-4) other than a transaction
state and adequately disclose the $12 required to file Schedule M-3 for itsdescribed in Regulations section
million and $5 million losses on Part II, 2004 tax year and is required to file1.6011-4(b)(6) relating to significant
line 12. The $12 million loss and the $5 Schedule M-3 for its 2005 tax year. Lbook-tax differences required to be
million loss will be adequately disclosed prepares financial statements inreported on Part II, line 12, Items
if J attaches a supporting schedule for accordance with GAAP using an overallrelating to reportable transactions,
line 12 that lists each of the accrual method of accounting. L usesreport on Part II, line 13, column (a),
sequentially numbered forms, Form an overall cash method of accountingthe total amount of interest income
8886-X1 and Form 8886-X2, and with for U.S. federal income tax purposes.included on Part I, line 11, and report
respect to each reportable transaction L’s financial statements for the yearon Part II, line 13, column (d), the total
reports the appropriate amounts ending December 31, 2005, reportamount of interest income included on
required for Part II, line 12, columns (a) accounts receivable of $35,000, anForm 1120, page 1, line 28. In columns
through (d). Alternatively, J’s allowance for bad debts of $10,000,(b) or (c), as applicable, adjust for any
disclosures will be adequate if the and accounts payable of $17,000amounts treated for U.S. federal
description provided for each loss on related to current year acquisition andincome tax purposes as imputed
the supporting schedule includes the reorganization legal and accountinginterest income or other interest income
names and tax shelter registration fees. In addition, for L’s year endingthat are treated as some other form of
numbers, if any, disclosed on the December 31, 2005, L reportedincome in the financial statements. For
applicable Form 8886, identifies the financial statement depreciationexample, if rental income is reported in
type of reportable transaction for the expense of $15,000 and depreciationthe financial income statement or books
loss, and reports the appropriate for U.S. federal income tax purposes ofand records with respect to a
amounts required for Part II, line 12, $25,000. For L’s 2005 tax year using antransaction required to be treated for
columns (a) through (d). J must report overall cash method of accounting, LU.S. federal income tax purposes as a
the losses attributable to the other five does not recognize the $35,000 ofsale in exchange for periodic payments
abandonment losses on Part II, line revenue attributable to the accountsof purchase price, part of the “rent”
23e, Abandonment losses, regardless receivable, cannot deduct the $10,000each year is principal and part is
of whether a difference exists for any or allowance for bad debt, and cannotinterest income for U.S. federal income
all of those abandonment losses. deduct the $17,000 of accountstax purposes. The interest income

payable. In its financial statements, Limputed on the transaction each yearExample 16. Corporation K is a
treats both the difference in overallmust be shown as a difference on Partcalendar year taxpayer that was
accounting methods used for financialII, line 13, columns (b) or (c), asrequired to file Schedule M-3 for its
statement and U.S. federal income taxapplicable, with the taxable interest2004 tax year and is required to file
purposes and the difference inamount being included in column (d). ASchedule M-3 for its 2005 tax year. K
depreciation expense as temporarydescription of how to report theenters into a transaction with
differences. L must combine alldifference for the correspondingcontractual protection that is a
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adjustments attributable to the contracts to which section 1256(a) on Part II, line 13, Interest income, in
differences related to the overall applies. column (a) or (d), as applicable.
accounting methods on Part II, line 14. Depreciation expense for suchReport hedging gains and losses
As a result, L must report on Part II, line transactions must be reported on Partcomputed under the mark-to-market
14, $8,000 in column (a) ($35,000 - III, line 31, Depreciation, in column (a)method of accounting on Part II, line
$10,000 - $17,000), ($8,000) in column or (d), as applicable. Use columns (b)15, Hedging transactions, and not on
(b), and zero in column (d). L must not and (c) of Part II, lines 13 and 18, andline 16.
report the accrual to cash adjustment Part III, line 31, as applicable to report
attributable to the legal and accounting the differences between column (a) andLine 17. Inventory Valuation
fees on Part III, line 24, Current year (d).Adjustmentsacquisition or reorganization legal and

Report on line 17 any amounts Example 18. Corporation M sellsaccounting fees. Because the
deducted as part of cost of goods sold and leases property to customers. M isdifference in depreciation expense does
during the tax year, including any a calendar year taxpayer that wasnot relate to the use of the cash or
amounts attributable to inventory required to file Schedule M-3 for itsaccrual method of accounting, L must
valuation, for example, amounts 2004 tax year and is required to filereport the depreciation difference on
attributable to cost-flow assumptions,Part III, line 31, Depreciation, and Schedule M-3 for its 2005 tax year. For
additional costs required to bereport $15,000 in column (a), $10,000 financial accounting purposes, M
capitalized to ending inventoryin column (b), and $25,000 in column accounts for each transaction as a sale.
(including depreciation) such as section(d). For U.S. federal income tax purposes,
263A costs, inventory shrinkage each of M’s transactions must be
accruals, inventory obsolescence treated as a lease. In its financialLine 15. Hedging
reserves, and lower of cost or market statements, M treats the difference inTransactions write-downs. Report section 481(a) the financial accounting and the U.S.

Report on line 15, column (a), the net adjustments related to cost of goods federal income tax treatment of thesegain or loss from hedging transactions sold or inventory valuation on Part II, transactions as temporary. Duringincluded in net income per the income line 19, Section 481(a) adjustments, 2005, M reports in its financialstatement. Report in column (d) the and not on this line 17. statements $1,000 of sales and $700 ofamount of taxable income from hedging Report any gain or loss from cost of goods sold with respect to 2005transactions. Use columns (b) and (c) inventory hedging transactions on Part lease transactions. M receives periodicto report all differences caused by II, line 15, Hedging transactions, and payments of $500 in 2005 with respecttreating hedging transactions differently not on this line 17. to these 2005 transactions and similarfor financial accounting purposes and transactions from prior years and treatsReport mark-to-market income orfor U.S. federal income tax purposes.
$400 as principal and $100 as interest(loss) associated with the inventories ofFor example, if a portion of a hedge is
income. For financial income purposes,dealers in securities under section 475considered ineffective under GAAP but
M reports gross profit of $300 ($1,000 -on Part II, line 16, Mark-to-marketstill is a valid hedge under section
$700) and interest income of $100 fromincome (loss), and not on this line 17.1221(b)(2), the difference must be
these transactions. For U.S. federalreported on line 15. The hedge of a Line 18. Sale Versus Lease income tax purposes, M reports $500 ofcapital asset, which is not a valid hedge
gross rental income (the periodic(for Sellers and/or Lessors)for U.S. federal income tax purposes
payments) and (based on other facts)but may be considered a hedge for (Also see the instructions at Part III, line $200 of depreciation deduction on theGAAP purposes, must also be reported 34, on page 15, for purchasers and/or property. On its 2005 Schedule M-3, Mhere. lessees.) must report on Part II, line 13, Interest

Asset transfer transactions withReport hedging gains and losses income, $100 in column (a), ($100) in
periodic payments characterized forcomputed under the mark-to-market column (b), and zero in column (d). In
financial accounting purposes as eithermethod of accounting on line 15 and addition, M must report on Part II, line
a sale or a lease may, under somenot on Part II, line 16, Mark-to-market 18, $300 of gross profit in column (a),
circumstances, be characterized as theincome (loss). $200 in column (b), and $500 of gross
opposite for tax purposes. If the rental income in column (d). Lastly, MReport any gain or loss from transaction is treated as a lease, the must report on Part III, line 31,inventory hedging transactions on line seller/lessor reports the periodic Depreciation, $200 in column (b) and15 and not on Part II, line 17, Inventory payments as gross rental income and (d).valuation adjustments. also reports depreciation expense or
deduction. If the transaction is treated Line 19. Section 481(a)Line 16. Mark-to-Market as a sale, the seller/lessor reports gross

Adjustmentsprofit (sale price less cost of goodsIncome (Loss)
sold) from the sale of assets and With the exception of a section 481(a)Report on line 16 any amount
reports the periodic payments as adjustment that is required to berepresenting the mark-to-market
payments of principal and interest reported on Part II, line 12, Itemsincome or loss for any securities held
income. relating to reportable transactions, anyby a dealer in securities, a dealer in

difference between an income orcommodities having made a valid On Part II, line 18, column (a), report
expense item attributable to anelection under section 475(e), or a the gross profit or gross rental income
authorized (or unauthorized) change intrader in securities or commodities for financial income purposes for all
method of accounting made for U.S.having made a valid election under sale or lease transactions that must be
federal income tax purposes thatsection 475(f). “Securities” for these given the opposite characterization for
results in a section 481(a) adjustmentpurposes are securities described in tax purposes. On Part II, line 18,
must be reported on Part II, line 19,section 475(c)(2) and section 475(e)(2). column (d), report the gross profit or
regardless of whether a separate line“Securities” do not include any items gross rental income for federal income
for that income or expense item existsspecifically excluded from sections tax purposes. Interest income amounts
in Part II or Part III.475(c)(2) and 475(e)(2), such as for such transactions must be reported
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Example 19. Corporation N is a 3. Amounts treated as interest or Line 23d. Net Gain/Loss
calendar year taxpayer that was OID under the stripped bond rules Reported on Form 4797, Linerequired to file Schedule M-3 for its under section 1286; and
2004 tax year and is required to file 17, Excluding Amounts From4. Amounts treated as OID under
Schedule M-3 for its 2005 tax year. N the below-market interest rate rules Flow-Through Entities,
was depreciating certain fixed assets under section 7872. Abandonment Losses, andover an erroneous recovery period and,
effective for its 2005 tax year, N Worthless Stock Losses
receives IRS consent to change its Line 23a. Income Statement Report on line 23d the net gain or loss
method of accounting for the reported on line 17 of Form 4797, SalesGain/Loss on Sale,depreciable fixed assets and begins of Business Property, excludingExchange, Abandonment,using the proper recovery period. The amounts from (a) flow-through entities,
change in method of accounting results Worthlessness, or Other which must be reported on Part II, linesin a positive section 481(a) adjustment Disposition of Assets Other 9, 10, or 11, as applicable; (b)of $100,000 that is required to be

abandonment losses, which must beThan Inventory andspread over four tax years, beginning
reported on Part II, line 23e; and (c)with the 2005 tax year. In its financial Flow-Through Entities worthless stock losses, which must bestatements, N treats the section 481(a) Report on line 23a, column (a), all reported on Part II, line 23f.adjustment as a temporary difference. gains and losses on the disposition ofN must report on Part II, line 19, assets except for (a) gains and losses$25,000 in columns (b) and (d) for its Line 23e. Abandonmenton the disposition of inventory, and (b)2005 tax year and each of the Lossesgains and losses allocated to thesubsequent three tax years (unless N is

corporation from a flow-through entity Report on line 23e any abandonmentotherwise required to recognize the
(e.g., on Schedule K-1) that are losses, regardless of whether the lossremainder of the 481(a) adjustment
included in the net income (loss) per is characterized as an ordinary loss orearlier). N must not report the section
income statement of includible a capital loss.481(a) adjustment on Part III, line 31,
corporations reported on Part I, line 11.Depreciation.
Reverse the amount reported in column Line 23f. Worthless Stock
(a) in column (b) or (c), as applicable.Line 20. Unearned/Deferred LossesThe corresponding gains and losses forRevenue Report on line 23f any worthless stockU.S. federal income tax purposes are

With the exception of income loss, regardless of whether the loss isreported on Part II, lines 23b through
recognized from long-term contacts that characterized as an ordinary loss or a23g, as applicable.
is reported on line 21, Income capital loss. Attach a schedule that
recognition from long-term contracts, separately states and adequatelyLine 23b. Gross Capitalreport on line 20 any revenue amounts discloses each transaction that gives
that are attributable to revenue that is, Gains From Schedule D, rise to a worthless stock loss and the
or was, unearned or deferred for Excluding Amounts From amount of each loss.financial statement purposes (or books Flow-Through Entitiesand records, if applicable) or U.S.

Line 23g. Other Gain/Loss onReport on line 23b, gross capital gainsfederal income tax purposes.
reported on Schedule D, excluding Disposition of Assets Other
capital gains from flow-through entities,Line 21. Income Recognition Than Inventory
which must be reported on Part II, linesFrom Long-Term Contracts Report on line 23g any gains or losses9, 10, or 11, as applicable.

Report on line 21 the amount of net from the sale or exchange of property
income or loss for financial statement other than inventory and that are notLine 23c. Gross Capitalpurposes (or books and records, if reported on lines 23b through 23f.
applicable) or U.S. federal income tax Losses From Schedule D,
purposes for any contract accounted for Excluding Amounts From Line 24. Disallowed Capitalunder a long-term contract method of

Flow-Through Entities, Loss in Excess of Capitalaccounting.
Abandonment Losses, and Gains

Line 22. Original Issue Worthless Stock Losses Report as a positive amount on line 24,
Discount and Other Imputed columns (b) or (c), as applicable, andReport on line 23c, gross capital losses

(d), the excess of the net capital lossesInterest reported on Schedule D, excluding
over the net capital gains reported oncapital losses from (a) flow-throughReport on line 22 any amounts of
Schedule D, Capital Gains and Losses,entities, which must be reported on Partoriginal issue discount (OID) and
by the corporation. For a U.S.II, lines 9, 10, or 11, as applicable; (b)imputed interest. The term ‘‘original
consolidated tax group, the Scheduleabandonment losses, which must beissue discount and other imputed
M-3 adjustment for the amount of thereported on Part II, line 23e; and (c)interest’’ includes, but is not limited to:
consolidated net capital loss that isworthless stock losses, which must be1. The difference between issue
disallowed should not be made on thereported on Part II, line 23f. Do notprice and the stated redemption price at
separate consolidating Schedules M-3report on line 23c capital losses carriedmaturity of a debt instrument, which
of the includible corporations, but onover from a prior tax year and utilized inmay be wholly or partially realized on
the separate Schedule M-3 forthe current tax year. See thethe disposition of a debt instrument
consolidation eliminations as describedinstructions for Part II, line 25,under section 1273;
in Consolidated Schedule M-3 Versusregarding the reporting requirements for2. Amounts that are imputed
Consolidating Schedules M-3, on pagecapital loss carryovers utilized in theinterest on a deferred sales contract

current tax year. 2.under section 483;
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of the item on line 29. Instead, report consolidated tax group (income taxLine 25. Utilization of Capital
the entire amount of the item (i.e., both expense) is allocated among theLoss Carryforward the portion with a difference and the members of the U.S. consolidated tax

If the corporation utilizes a capital loss portion without a difference) on the group in the group’s financial
carryforward on Schedule D in the applicable line of Part II, lines 1 through statements (or its books and records, if
current tax year, report the carryforward 26, or Part III, lines 1 through 35. See applicable), then each member must
utilized as a negative amount on Part II, Example 11 on page 7. report its allocated income tax expense
line 25, columns (b) or (c), as on Part III, lines 1 through 6, of that
applicable, and column (d). For a U.S. Line 30. Reconciliation member’s separate Schedule M-3.
consolidated tax group, the Schedule However, if the income tax expense isTotals
M-3 adjustment for the amount of the not shared or allocated amongCombine all the amounts on lines 27consolidated capital loss carryforward members of the U.S. consolidated taxthrough 29 and enter the totals inshould not be made on the separate group but is retained in the parentcolumns (a), (b), (c), and (d).consolidating Schedules M-3 of the corporation’s financial statements (or
includible corporations, but on the Note. Line 30, column (a), must equal books and records, if applicable), then
separate Schedule M-3 for the amount on Part I, line 11, and line amounts are reported only on Part III,
consolidation eliminations as described 30, column (d), must equal Form 1120, lines 1 through 6, of the parent’s
in Consolidated Schedule M-3 Versus page 1, line 28. separate Schedule M-3.
Consolidating Schedules M-3, on page If a corporation chooses not to Line 7. Foreign Withholding2. complete columns (a) and (d) of Parts II

Taxesand III in the first tax year theLine 26. Other Income (Loss)
corporation is required to file Schedule Report on line 7, column (a), theItems With Differences M-3 (or for any year in which the amount of foreign withholding taxes

Separately state and adequately corporation voluntarily files Schedule included in financial accounting net
disclose on Part II, line 26, all items of M-3), Part II, line 30, is reconciled by income on Part I, line 11. If the
income (loss) with differences that are the corporation (or, in the case of a corporation is deducting foreign tax,
not otherwise listed on Part II, lines 1 U.S. consolidated tax group, on the use column (b) or (c), as applicable, to
through 25. Attach a schedule that group’s consolidated Schedule M-3) in correct for any difference between
itemizes the type of income (loss) and the following manner: foreign withholding tax included in
the amount of each item. financial accounting net income and the1. Report the amount from Part I,

amount of foreign withholding taxesIf any “comprehensive income” as line 11, on Part II, line 30, column (a);
being deducted in the return. If thedefined by Statement of Financial 2. Leave blank Part II, lines 1
corporation is crediting foreignAccounting Standards (SFAS) No. 130 through 29, columns (a) and (d);
withholding taxes against the U.S.is reported on this line, describe the 3. Leave blank Part III, columns (a)
income tax liability, use column (b) oritem(s) in detail. Examples of and (d); and
(c), as applicable, to negate the amountsufficiently detailed descriptions include 4. Report on Part II, line 30, column
reported in column (a).“Foreign currency translation (d), the sum of Part II, line 30, columns

adjustments” and “gains and losses on (a), (b), and (c). Line 8. Incentive Stockavailable-for-sale securities.”
Options

Line 28. Total Expense/ Part III. Reconciliation of Do not report any amount on line 8,
Deduction Items column (a). Instead, include anyNet Income (Loss) per

amount expensed per the incomeReport on Part II, line 28, columns (a)
Income Statement of statement for incentive stock options asthrough (d), as applicable, the negative

part of the amount on Part III, line 9,of the amounts reported on Part III, line Includible Corporations column (a). Report on line 8, columns36, columns (a) through (d). For
(b), (c), and (d), as applicable, anyexample, if Part III, line 36, column (a), With Taxable Income per
deductible amounts attributable to thereflects an amount of $1 million then Return — Expense/ disposition of shares delivered pursuantreport on Part II, line 28, column (a),
to the exercise of incentive stock($1 million). Similarly, if Part III, line 36, Deduction Items options.column (b), reflects an amount of

($50,000), then report on Part II, line Lines 1 Through 6. Income Line 9. Nonqualified Stock28, column (b), $50,000.
Tax Expense Options

Line 29. Other Income/Loss If the corporation does not distinguish Report on line 9, column (a), any
and Expense/Deduction between current and deferred income amounts expensed per the income

tax expense in its financial statements statement attributable to all stockItems With No Differences
(or its books and records, if applicable), options. Report on line 9, column (d),If there is no difference between the
report income tax expense as current any deductible amounts attributable tofinancial accounting amount and the
income tax expense using lines 1, 3, the exercise of payments madetaxable amount of an entire item of
and 5, as applicable. pursuant to nonqualified stock optionsincome, gain, loss, expense, or

(i.e., stock options not qualified underdeduction and the item is not described A U.S. consolidated tax group must
section 422 or 423).or included in Part II, lines 1 through complete lines 1 through 6 in

26, or Part III, lines 1 through 35, report accordance with the allocation of tax Line 10. Other Equity-Based
the entire amount of the item in expense among the members of the

Compensationcolumns (a) and (d) of line 29. If a U.S. consolidated tax group in the
portion of an item of income, loss, financial statements (or its books and Report on line 10 any amounts for
expense, or deduction has a difference records, if applicable). If the current and equity-based compensation or
and a portion of the item does not have deferred U.S., state, and foreign consideration that are reflected as
a difference, do not report any portion income tax expense for the U.S. expense in the financial statements
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(column (a)) or deducted in the U.S. attributable to an estimate of future tax year that is not otherwise reportable
federal income tax return (column (d)) anticipated payments or actual elsewhere on Schedule M-3, including
other than amounts reportable payments. Report in column (b) or (c), any compensation deductions deferred
elsewhere on Schedule M-3, Parts II as applicable, the deductible or in a prior tax year.
and III (e.g., on Part III, lines 8 and 9, nondeductible punitive damages.
for incentive stock options and Report in column (d) the amount of Line 20. Charitable
nonqualified stock options, punitive damages deductible for U.S. Contribution of Intangible
respectively). Examples of amounts federal income tax purposes.

Propertyreportable on line 10 include payments
Report on line 20 any charitableLine 14. Parachute Paymentsattributable to employee stock purchase
contribution of intangible property, forplans (ESPPs), phantom stock options, Report on line 14, column (a), the total
example, contributions of:phantom stock units, stock warrants, expense included in financial

stock appreciation rights, and restricted • Intellectual property, patentsaccounting net income on Part I, line
stock, regardless of whether such (including any amounts of additional11, that is subject to section 280G.
payments are made to employees or contributions allowable by virtue ofReport in column (b) or (c), as
nonemployees, or as payment for income earned by donees subsequentapplicable, the amount of nondeductible
property or compensation for services. to the year of donation), copyrights,parachute payments pursuant to

trademarks;section 280G, and report in column (d)Line 11. Meals and • Securities (including stocks and theirthe deductible amount of compensation
Entertainment derivatives, stock options, and bonds);after any excess parachute payment

limitations under section 280G. If aReport on line 11, column (a), any • Conservation easements (including
payment is subject to limitation underamounts paid or accrued by the scenic easements or air rights);
both sections 162(m) and 280G, reportcorporation during the tax year for • Railroad rights of way;
the total payment on this line 14.meals, beverages, and entertainment • Mineral rights; and

that are accounted for in financial • Other intangible property.Line 15. Compensation Withaccounting income, regardless of the
classification, nomenclature, or Section 162(m) Limitation Line 21. Charitableterminology used for such amounts, Report on line 15, column (a), the total Contribution Limitationand regardless of how or where such amount of non-performance-based
amounts are classified in the Report as a negative amount on linecurrent compensation expense for the
corporation’s financial income 21, columns (b), (c), and (d) ascorporate officers to whom section
statement or the income and expense applicable, the excess of charitable162(m) applies. Report the
accounts maintained in the contributions made during the tax yearnondeductible amount of current
corporation’s books and records. over the amount of the charitablecompensation in excess of $1 million in
Report only amounts not otherwise contribution limitation amount. When acolumn (b) or (c), as applicable, and the
reportable elsewhere on Schedule M-3, U.S. consolidated federal income taxdeductible compensation in column (d).
Parts II and III (e.g., Part II, line 17, return is being filed, the Schedule M-3If a payment is subject to limitation
Inventory valuation adjustments). adjustment for the amount ofunder both sections 162(m) and 280G,

contributions in excess of the limitationreport the total payment on Part III, lineLine 12. Fines and Penalties should not be made on the separate14, Parachute payments. See
Report on line 12 any fines or similar consolidating Schedules M-3 of theRegulations section 1.162-27(g) for the
penalties paid to a government or other includible corporations, but on theinteraction between sections 162(m)
authority for the violation of any law for separate consolidating Schedule M-3and 280G.
which fines or penalties are assessed. for consolidation eliminations as
All fines and penalties expensed in described in Consolidated ScheduleLine 16. Pension and
financial accounting income (paid or M-3 Versus Consolidating SchedulesProfit-Sharingaccrued) must be included on this line M-3, on page 2.

Report on line 16 any amounts12, column (a), regardless of the
attributable to the corporation’s pensiongovernment or other authority that Line 22. Charitable
plans, profit-sharing plans, and anyimposed the fines or penalties, Contribution Carryforwardother retirement plans.regardless of whether the fines and

Usedpenalties are civil or criminal,
Line 17. Otherregardless of the classification, If the corporation utilizes a contribution

nomenclature, or terminology used for carryforward in the current tax year,Post-Retirement Benefits
the fines or penalties by the imposing report the carryforward utilized as aReport on line 17 any amountsauthority in its actions or documents, positive amount on Part III, line 22,attributable to other post-retirementand regardless of how or where the columns (b), (c), and (d), as applicable.benefits not otherwise includible on Partfines or penalties are classified in the When a U.S. consolidated federalIII, line 16, for example, retiree healthcorporation’s financial income income tax return is being filed, theand life insurance coverage, dentalstatement or the income and expense Schedule M-3 adjustment for thecoverage, etc.accounts maintained in the amount of charitable contribution
corporation’s books and records. See carryforward used should not be madeLine 18. Deferredsections 162(f) and 162(g) for additional on the separate consolidating

Compensationguidance. Schedules M-3 of the includible
corporations, but on the separateReport on line 18, column (a), any

Line 13. Punitive Damages consolidating Schedule M-3 forcompensation expense included in the
consolidation eliminations andInclude on line 13, column (a), any net income amount reported in the
adjustments as described inamount included in net income per the income statement that was not reported
Consolidated Schedule M-3 Versusincome statement attributable to elsewhere on Schedule M-3, column
Consolidating Schedules M-3, on pagepunitive damages, regardless of (a). Report on line 18, column (d), any
2.whether the amount deducted was compensation deductible in the current
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a subsidiary, or an initial public stockLine 23. Current Year Line 34. Purchase Versus
offering. Lease (for Purchasers and/orAcquisition or

Lessees)Reorganization Investment Line 26. Amortization/
(Also see the instructions at Part II, lineBanking Fees Impairment of Goodwill 18, on page 11, for sellers and/orReport on line 23 any investment Report on line 26 amortization of lessors.)banking fees paid or incurred in goodwill or amounts attributable to the

Asset transfer transactions withconnection with a taxable or tax-free impairment of goodwill.
periodic payments characterized foracquisition of property (e.g., stock or
financial accounting purposes as eitherassets) or a tax-free reorganization.

Line 27. Amortization of a purchase or a lease may, under someReport on this line any investment
circumstances, be characterized as thebanking fees incurred at any stage of Acquisition, Reorganization,
opposite for tax purposes.the acquisition or reorganization and Start-Up Costs

process including, for example, fees If a transaction is treated as a lease,Report on line 27 amortization ofpaid or incurred to evaluate whether to the purchaser/lessee reports theacquisition, reorganization, and start-upinvestigate an acquisition, fees to periodic payments as gross rentalcosts. For purposes of column (b), (c),conduct an actual investigation, and expense. If the transaction is treated asand (d), include amounts amortizablefees to consummate the acquisition. a purchase, the purchaser/lesseeunder section 167, 195, or 248.Also include on this line 23 investment reports the periodic payments as
banking fees incurred in connection payments of principal and interest andLine 28. Other Amortizationwith the liquidation of a subsidiary, a also reports depreciation expense or
spin-off of a subsidiary, or an initial or Impairment Write-Offs deduction with respect to the purchased
public stock offering. asset.Report on line 28 any amortization or

impairment write-offs not otherwise Report on Part III, line 34, column
Line 24. Current Year includible on Schedule M-3. (a), gross rent expense for a

transaction treated as a lease forAcquisition or
income statement purposes but as aLine 29. Section 198Reorganization Legal and sale for tax return purposes. Report onEnvironmental RemediationAccounting Fees Part III, line 34, column (d), gross rental

Costs deductions for a transaction treated asReport on line 24 any legal and
a lease for tax purposes but as aaccounting fees paid or incurred in Report on line 29, column (a), any
purchase for income statementconnection with a taxable or tax-free amounts attributable to environmental
purposes. Report interest expense oracquisition of property (e.g., stock or remediation costs included in the net
deduction amounts for suchassets) or tax-free reorganization. income per the income statement.
transactions on Part III, line 35, OtherReport on this line any legal and Report in columns (b), (c), and (d), as
expense/deduction items withaccounting fees incurred at any stage applicable, any deductible amounts
differences, in column (a) or (d), asof the acquisition or reorganization attributable to environmental
applicable. Report depreciationprocess including, for example, fees remediation costs described in section
expense or deductions for suchpaid or incurred to evaluate whether to 198 that are paid or incurred during the
transactions on Part III, line 31,investigate an acquisition, fees to current tax year.
Depreciation, in column (a) or (d), asconduct an actual investigation, and
applicable. Use columns (b) and (c) offees to consummate the acquisition. Line 31. Depreciation Part III, lines 31, 34, and 35, asAlso include on this line 24 legal and

Report on line 31 any depreciation applicable, to report the differencesaccounting fees incurred in connection
expense that is not required to be between column (a) and (d) for suchwith the liquidation of a subsidiary, a
reported elsewhere on Schedule M-3 recharacterized transactions.spin-off of a subsidiary, or an initial
(e.g., on Part II, lines, 9, 10, 11, or 17).public stock offering. Example 20. U.S. corporation X

acquired property with a sale price of
Line 32. Bad Debt Expense $3,000 in a transaction that, forLine 25. Current Year

financial accounting purposes, X treatsReport on line 32, column (a), anyAcquisition/Reorganization
as a lease. X is a calendar yearamounts attributable to an allowanceOther Costs taxpayer that was required to filefor uncollectible accounts receivable or

Report on line 25 any other fees paid or Schedule M-3 for its 2004 tax year andactual write-offs of accounts receivable
incurred in connection with a taxable or is required to file Schedule M-3 for itsincluded in net income per the income
tax-free acquisition of property (e.g., 2005 tax year. For U.S. federal incomestatement. Report in column (d) the
stock or assets) or a tax-free tax purposes, because of its terms, theamount of bad debt expense deductible
reorganization not otherwise reportable transaction is taxed as a purchase andfor federal income tax purposes in
on Schedule M-3 (e.g., Part III, line 23 X must treat the periodic payments itaccordance with section 166.
or 24). Report on this line any fees paid makes partially as payment of principal
or incurred at any stage of the and partially as payment of interest. InLine 33. Corporate Owned
acquisition or reorganization process its financial statements, X treats theLife Insurance Premiumsincluding, for example, fees paid or difference between the financial

Report on line 33 all amounts ofincurred to evaluate whether to accounting and U.S. federal tax
insurance premiums attributable to anyinvestigate an acquisition, fees to treatment of this transaction as
life insurance policy if the corporation isconduct an actual investigation, and temporary. During 2005, X reports in its
directly or indirectly a beneficiary underfees to consummate the acquisition. financial statements $1,000 of gross
the policy or if the policy has a cashAlso include on this line 25 other rental expense that, for federal income
value. Report in column (d) the amountacquisition/reorganization costs tax purposes, is recharacterized as a
of the premiums that are deductible forincurred in connection with the $700 payment of principal and a $300
federal income tax purposes.liquidation of a subsidiary, a spin-off of payment of interest, accompanied by a
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depreciation deduction of $1,200 workpapers provide details for the that the $1 million of difference is
(based on other facts). On its 2005 anticipated expenses under more attributable to actual product
Schedule M-3, X must report the explanatory and defined categories replacement cost in the amount of
following on Part III, line 34: column (a) such as employee termination costs, $450,000 and actual personal damages
$1,000, its financial accounting gross lease cancellation costs, loss on sale of in the amount of $550,000, that level of
rental expense; column (b), ($1,000); equipment, etc., a supporting schedule detail will be sufficient to separately
and column (d), zero. On Part III, line that lists those categories of expenses state and adequately disclose the $1
35, X reports $300 in columns (b) and and their details will satisfy the million deduction.
(d) for the interest deduction. On Part requirement to separately state and Various prepaid expenses. Report on
III, line 31, X reports $1,200 in columns adequately disclose. In order to Part III, line 35, the amortization of
(b) and (d) for the depreciation separately state and adequately various items of prepaid expense, such
deduction. disclose the employee termination as prepaid subscriptions and license

costs, it is not required that an fees, prepaid insurance, etc.Line 35. Other Expense/ anticipated termination cost amount be Example 23. Corporation Q is a
listed for each employee, or that eachDeduction Items With calendar year taxpayer that was
asset (or category of asset) be listedDifferences required to file Schedule M-3 for its
along with the anticipated loss on 2004 tax year and is required to fileReport on Part III, line 35, all items of disposition. Schedule M-3 for its 2005 tax year. Onexpense/deduction that are not

Example 21. Corporation P is a July 1 of each year, Q has a fixedotherwise listed on Part III, lines 1
calendar year taxpayer that was liability for its annual insurancethrough 34.
required to file Schedule M-3 for its premiums that provides a 12-monthComprehensive income. If any 2004 tax year and is required to file coverage period beginning July 1“comprehensive income” as defined by Schedule M-3 for its 2005 tax year. P through June 30. In addition, QSFAS No. 130 is reported on this line, has been sued by its customers in a historically prepays 12 months ofdescribe the item(s) in detail as, for class action product liability lawsuit. advertising expense on July 1. On Julyexample, “Foreign currency translation The trial date is in 2006. In its 2005 1, 2005, Q prepays its insuranceadjustments” and “Gains and losses on financial statements, P establishes a premium of $500,000 and advertisingavailable-for-sale securities.” reserve of $1 million for its potential expenses of $800,000. For financial

Reserves and contingent liabilities. liability related to the class action statement purposes, Q capitalizes and
Report on line 35 each reserve or lawsuit and reports corresponding amortizes the prepaid insurance and
contingent liability that is not reported expenses in the amounts of $400,000 advertising over 12 months. For U.S.
elsewhere in Schedule M-3. Report on for estimated product replacement and federal income tax purposes, Q deducts
line 35, column (a), expenses included $600,000 for estimated personal the insurance premium when paid and
in net income reported on Part I, line damages. For U.S. federal income tax amortizes the advertising over the
11, that are related to reserves and purposes, the $1 million is not 12-month period. In its financial
contingent liabilities. Report on line 35, deductible in 2005. In its financial statements, Q treats the differences
column (d), amounts related to liabilities statements, P treats the difference attributable to the financial statement
for reserves and contingent liabilities between the financial statement treatment and U.S. federal income tax
that are deductible in the current tax treatment and the U.S. federal income treatment of the prepaid insurance and
year for U.S. federal income tax tax treatment of the reserve for the advertising as temporary differences. Q
purposes. Examples of items that must lawsuit as a temporary difference. P must separately state and adequately
be reported on line 35 include warranty must report in its 2005 U.S. federal disclose on Part III, line 35, its prepaid
reserves, restructuring reserves, income tax return on Part III, line 35, $1 insurance premium and report
reserves for discontinued operations, million in column (a), ($1 million) in $250,000 in column (a) ($500,000/12
reserves for legal proceedings, and column (b), and zero in column (d). If P months X 6 months), $250,000 in
reserves for acquisitions and attaches a supporting schedule to Part column (b), and $500,000 in column
dispositions. Only report on line 35 III, line 35, explaining that the $1 million (d). Q must also separately state and
items that are not required to be of difference is attributable to estimated adequately disclose on Part II, line 29,
reported elsewhere on Schedule M-3, product replacement cost in the amount Other income (loss) and expense/
Parts II and III. For example, the of $400,000 and estimated personal deduction items with no differences, its
expense for a reserve for inventory damages in the amount of $600,000, prepaid advertising and report
obsolescence must be reported on Part that level of detail will be sufficient to $400,000 in column (a) and (d).
II, line 17, Inventory valuation separately state and adequately
adjustments. Line 36. Total Expense/disclose the $1 million adjustment.

The schedule of details attached to Example 22. Same as Example 21 Deduction Items
the return for line 35 must separately except that in 2006 P pays $1 million to Report on Part II, line 28, columns (a)
state and adequately disclose the settle the lawsuit with the settlement though (d), as applicable, the negative
nature and amount of the expense documents stipulating that the product of the amounts reported on Part III, line
related to each reserve and/or replacement amount is $450,000 and 36, column (a) through (d), as
contingent liability. The appropriate the damage amount is $550,000. Both applicable. For example, if Part III, line
level of disclosure depends upon each the $450,000 and $550,000 settlement 36, column (a), reflects an amount of
taxpayer’s operational activity and the amounts are deductible for U.S. federal $1 million, then report on Part II, line
nature of its accounting records. For income tax purposes in 2006. On its 28, column (a), ($1 million). Similarly, if
example, if a corporation’s net income 2006 Schedule M-3, P must report on Part III, line 36, column (b), reflects an
amount reported in the income Part III, line 35, zero in column (a), $1 amount of ($50,000), then report on
statement includes anticipated million in column (b), and $1 million in Part II, line 28, column (b), $50,000.
expenses for a discontinued operation column (d). If P attaches a supporting
as a single amount, and its general schedule to Part III, line 35, explaining
ledger or other books, records, and
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